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Prestigious Faculty
8/25/20
In the classroom, SUNY Distinguished Professors and recipients of the Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Teaching guide students to succeed. 











Arts Opportunities
4/20/21

The English Department gives students access to a wide array of cultural opportunities both on the UB campus and in Buffalo: through Exhibit X; Poetics Plus; the Creative Arts Initiative; the Buffalo Film Seminars; the Babel speakers series; and many other reading, performance, and speaker series.











Intellectual Community
8/26/20
Whether you're interested in classic literature, radical poetry, journalism, critical theory, or film noir, our department offers a rich and stimulating group of faculty and students working together to break new ground.













Successful Graduates
8/25/20
Our graduates succeed in a diverse range of careers, from novel-writing, journalism and editing to arts management, public relations, teaching, law and medicine.











Innovative Programs
8/25/20
Our department hosts the world's premier Poetics program and a world famous Center for the Study of Psychoanalysis and Culture.  Students and faculty also run active working groups on topics such as Environmental Humanities and Modernism.  We also offer certificate programs in Innovative Writing and Digital Communication. 
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 Land Acknowledgment 

We in the Department of English acknowledge the land on which the University at Buffalo operates is the territory of the Seneca Nation, a member of the Haudenosaunee/Six Nations Confederacy.  Please see linked statement.


 Diversity Statement 

The English Department coheres around the idea that language, literature, and culture are foundational sites for engagement with difference.  Diversity profoundly affects our work, our world, and our relationships with one another, within our department and beyond.  We deeply value works and materials that challenge dominant narratives and perspectives, that offer multiple vantage points, analyses of oppression, and ways of imagining change, while we seek to teach hegemonic works against the grain.  We believe literary and cultural scholarship offer essential context and critical terms and frames for understanding and interpreting the status of difference.   
Diversity is a priority and a living, evolving concern for our department.  We are committed to creating change so that diversity is further reflected in our faculty, graduate and undergraduate programs, curricula, and pedagogy. 







Why Major in English?





English is among the University's most illustrious, broadly useful, and comprehensive majors.  The study of literature is the study of life in all of its dimensions, and we teach courses in that spirit.
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Innovative Graduate Study





The doctoral and master's programs of the Department of English at the University at Buffalo are among the most open, flexible, and innovative in the country.
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Journals





UB’s English Department offers students the possibility to design, edit, and produce journals of creative and scholarly work.
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  UB English Department Facebook Page
UB English Department Twitter Feed
 Department of English 

306 Clemens Hall
 University at Buffalo, North Campus
 Buffalo, NY 14260-4610
 Phone: (716) 645-2575
 Fax: (716) 645-5980
 Email: english-department@buffalo.edu


About Our Photos and Videos: Some photos or videos that appear on this site may have been taken prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and therefore may not accurately reflect current operations or adherence to UB’s Health and Safety Guidelines.
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